SPECIAL FILMING CONDITIONS
1300 BLOCK OF CARROLL AVENUE

The Special Filming Conditions described below will be included in the terms and conditions of permits issued for filming in this area and are in addition to the standard terms and conditions applicable to filming permits generally. While these Special Filming Conditions will be included as terms if a permit for filming in this area is issued, they are not intended to, and do not, establish the criteria or standards for determining whether or not a particular permit (or permits) will be issued for this area. The decision whether or not a particular permit (or permits) will be issued is vested in the discretion of the appropriate City or County department or their designees (including FilmLA, Inc.), to be exercised consistent with public health, safety and general welfare, and applicable land-use ordinances.

- Affected residents must be notified at least two (2) days in advance of the first day of filming or the first day of any substantial set preparation. Permit requests must be submitted to FilmLA at least three (3) days in advance.

- No personnel or equipment shall arrive in the neighborhood before 7 a.m. and shall be completely removed no later than 10 p.m. It is suggested that police officers assigned to the production company arrive at the location at approximately 6 a.m. to ensure compliance.

- Leveling ramps or blocks shall be used. Parking on the curb is prohibited.

- No more than three (3) production vehicles shall park on Carroll Avenue and then only on one side of the street. A fourth vehicle may stop for loading or unloading for a maximum of 45 minutes.

- Cast and crew may not park on area streets. Off-street parking must be provided for personal vehicles.

- Extraordinary scenes (chase, fight, firearms, explosion and street closure) will not be permitted.

- No more than one filming permit shall be issued for any one filming date.

- Filming permits to be issued for weekdays only. Filming on weekend and holidays is prohibited.

- The permit, including the Special Filming Conditions, shall be posted in a conspicuous place accessible to the public in front of the residence or residences involved. No filming is to take place unless such permit is posted.

- A FilmLA Monitor will be assigned to encourage compliance with the permit and conditions. The Monitor will generally arrive at the designated location 1 hour prior to the permit start time to note proper arrival time and remain with the production company during all filming-related activities and ensure proper departure time.

- Bullhorns may not be used.

- Sustained obstruction of, or eating on the public right-of-way is not permitted.

- Deviation from the Special Filming Conditions will require approval of the Permit Authority.

- The area will be cleaned every day by the film company.

- USE EXTREME CAUTION WHEN PARKING LARGE VEHICLES. STREET LIGHTS ARE EASILY DAMAGED OR BROKEN AND YOUNG TREES IN THE PARKWAY CAN BE DAMAGED WHEN LARGE TRUCKS, VANS OR BUSES ARE PARKED TOO CLOSE TO THE CURB.